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The results of this first EB/EP on the 2009 European elections highlight the following 
trends. 
 
In a difficult economic context, Europeans’ economic concerns are one of the most 
important campaign issues that they want to see discussed at the next elections.  
 
⇒ Of the citizens’ main voting criteria, the positions of the candidates and parties 

on European and national issues are given equal priority. 
 
⇒ The level of trust in the European institutions is either stable or falling slightly, 

as in the case of the EP. However, the EP is still the institution that Europeans 
trust most. 

 
⇒ In terms of awareness one year before the elections, two comments may be 

made: 
 

 Citizens’ level of interest in the elections varies. A small majority of 
citizens appear not to be interested in the European elections. 

 
 Knowledge of the date of the elections in EU27 is improving slightly. 

However, one year before the event it is difficult to draw any 
conclusions on turnout.  

 
I. Campaign issues 
 
In their responses, Europeans establish a very clear hierarchy of the campaign issues 
that they want to see tackled during the June 2009 elections: 
 

a) A range of economic concerns above 40%; 
b) Fears linked to global phenomena between 30% and 40%; 
c) Certain EU policies and the institutions between 10% and 20%.  

 
On each of these issues there are considerable differences depending on the country. 
They are primarily linked to a positive or negative economic situation. 
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a) Priority for the economy and concern for the future 
 
⇒ A top three are head and shoulders above all the other topics: unemployment 

(47%), economic growth (45%), inflation and purchasing power (41%). 
⇒ Preserving the European social model only accounts for 12%, while the future 

of pensions is cited by 32%. 
 
These are areas in which the EU has no competences of its own. It will be seen that 
this classification has repercussions on the level of trust in the European institutions 
(see Point III). 
 
b) Other topics 
 
⇒ Above 30% are topics linked to global phenomena: crime (37%), terrorism 

(35%), combating climate change (33%), immigration (32%). 
 
⇒ Above 10% are topics more directly linked to certain EU policies and to its 

institutions: the euro and agriculture (17%), the EU’s role on the international 
stage (15%), the powers of the institutions and European identity and values 
(both with 12%). 

 
⇒ The percentage of people who respond ‘do not know’ (DK) when it comes to 

the campaign issues is only 5%, which is very low. This means that there is a 
certain expectation as regards the content of a campaign that is not due to start 
for several months.  

 
II. Voting criteria 
 
a) European issues and national issues 
 
According to those surveyed, these issues are of equal importance. 
 
The candidates’ positions on national issues is important for 37%, while European 
issues are cited by 36%. 
 
b) The candidates 
 
The following elements affect the voters’ choice. 
 
⇒ Their experience: a premium is placed on the candidates’ European experience: 

40% compared with 29% for their national experience. 
⇒ Their personality: 30%. 
⇒ Their reputation: 17%. 
 
For all of these criteria as a whole, the DKs total 17%. 
There are very substantial differences between the countries. 
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III. Trust (Standard EB 69 - Spring 2008) 
 
a) Slight erosion of the ‘trust capital’ of the EP, Commission and ECB; stability for 
the Council 
 
⇒ Parliament is still the institution that Europeans trust most: 52% (-3 points 

compared with autumn 2007) tend to trust it, 27% (=) tend not to trust it and 21% 
(+3) DK.  

 
⇒ Trust in the Commission: 47%(-3) tend to trust it, 27% (+1) tend not to trust it 

and 26% (+2) DK. 
 
For both institutions the proportion of those who ‘tend not to trust it’ and ‘DK’ are 
increasing slightly. Could this be related to the fact that Europeans’ main concerns 
tend to focus on issues that are more likely to be Member State competences as 
opposed to EU competences (see I-a)? 
  
In these areas the EU only acts, for the most part, in the framework of the Lisbon 
Strategy where the visibility of the action of the European institutions is not evident to 
the public. 
 

⇒ Trust in the ECB: 50% (-3 points compared with autumn 2007) tend to trust it, 
24% (-1) tend not to trust it and 26% (+4) DK. 

 
The level of trust in the ECB continues to be high. In a very unsettled economic 
context, it could be that, in spite of the criticisms of the strong euro, a growing 
number of Europeans believe that the single currency is acting as a shield against the 
surge in global prices, notably the price of oil. 
 

⇒ Trust in the Council remains stable, but is much lower than the level of trust 
in the EP: 43% (+1) tend to trust it, 26% (-1) tend not to trust it, 31% (=) 
DK. 

 
 
b) EP: Why do 52% of the people surveyed trust it? Why do 27% of them not trust 
it? 
 
⇒ The reasons of the 52% who trust it: 
 

 For reasons that, in the eyes of those surveyed, are linked to the legitimacy 
that the EP and its Members individually have as a result of their election. 
 
36% of the 52% consider that its decisions are taken in a democratic manner, 
28% feel that it defends the interests of all citizens, 23% believe that the 
Members of the European Parliament are the best placed to take decisions 
concerning the EU as a whole and 15% trust the Members of the EP. These 
responses reflect the direct effect of the method of designation and work of the 
Members. Finally, 4% trust the institutions in general. 
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 For reasons linked to a certain positive perception of the EP and the EU in 
general. 

 
17% of the people surveyed consider that the EP’s decisions contribute to 
economic growth, 15% are in favour of the EU, 12% see the EP as an 
institution that defends their opinions on Europe. 

 
Finally, 6% trust it because they are well informed of its activities. 

 
⇒  The reasons of the 27% who do not trust it: 

 
For this section of the respondents, several reasons come to mind: 
 

 For reasons linked to the contention over the legitimacy of the EP, the EU and 
politics in general. 

 
16% of the 27% do not trust political institutions in general, 16% do not trust 
the Members of the EP, 11% consider that they are not the best placed to take 
decisions on the EU, 13% feel that the EP does not closely represent their 
opinions on Europe and 8% are opposed to the EU. 
 

 For reasons linked to a certain negative perception of the EP’s activities. 
 

For 41% of these respondents, the EP is too distant from European citizens, 
17% think that its decisions have a negative impact on growth and 9% believe 
that its decisions are not taken in a democratic manner. 

 
 For reasons linked to a lack of information. 

 
25% believe that they do not have enough information on the EP. 

 
 
IV. Awareness 
 
When informed of the date of the elections, the respondents are then asked about their 
level of interest and their desire or lack of desire to vote. 
 
a) A slight improvement in knowledge of the date 
 
There is a slow, logical improvement in knowledge of the date of the European 
elections. 
 

- 16% of those surveyed responded ‘2009’, while only 10% gave the same 
response during the previous EB. 

 
- The percentage of people stating ‘June 2009’ rose from 2% to 4%. 

 
NB: the level of respondents who responded ‘do not know’ (DK) remains stable at 
75%. 25% of the respondents who stated that they knew the date of the European 
elections in EB68 are simply more precise in EB69. This would suggest that those 
who said that they knew previously know more today. 
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In this case, too, there are substantial differences between Member States. 
 
b) Interest to be developed 
 

- 51% say that they are ‘not interested’ (+ 50% in 14 countries).  
- 46% say that they are ‘interested’ (+ 50% in 13 countries), of which 8% 

are very interested. 
 

These figures can vary considerably from one country to another. The proportion of 
DKs is 3%. 
 
c) Mobilisation to be encouraged 
 
⇒ Do not confuse intention to vote with turnout 
 
The results of the fieldwork that took place in March/April 2008 are as follows: 
 

- ‘Completely certain of voting’: 30% 
- ‘Completely certain of not voting’: 14% 

 
Under no circumstances should the 30% figure be considered to correspond to a 
turnout rate. One year before the elections these figures are merely representative of 
opinions (response to a question in a non-electoral context). Closer to the elections, 
they will correspond more closely to action (actually voting). Nonetheless, that also 
reinforces the idea of relatively limited interest in the elections at this stage. 
 
In fact, both these figures constitute the hard core of those who, in principle, are likely 
to vote and those who are not. 
 
⇒ Reasons for not voting or questioning whether to vote 
 
The probability of voting or not voting was established on a scale from 1 to 10. If we 
add up the people who are most likely to say that they will not vote, there are 14% 
who are certain that they will not vote and 20% who are unlikely to do so. 
 
The reasons for possibly not voting were measured in respect of these people i.e. 34% 
of the total sample. 

 
 Voluntary reasons:  

 
- Reasons directly linked to a political choice: the European elections 

(59%), elections in general (46%), no interest in European affairs (45%), 
refusal to vote in general (24%), opposed to European integration (23%). 

 
- Reasons linked to a lack of information: lack of knowledge of the EP’s 

role (60%), not well enough informed to vote (58%), the EP does not have 
powers (26%). 

 
- Reasons linked to a feeling, an impression: the vote will not change 

anything (68%), the EP does not pay enough attention to the problems that 
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concern me (57%), the feeling of not being well enough represented by the 
Members of the European Parliament (53%).  

 
 Circumstantial reasons: 

 
- Prevented from voting for various reasons (travel, health, work, etc.) 

(15%), not included on the electoral register (16%). 
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